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About Złoczew lignite open-pit mine
The Złoczew lignite open-pit mine, if built, will be the deepest lignite mine in Europe. The reason for the mine's construction is to prolong past 2030 the operation of the Belchatów coal power plant, the biggest lignite plant in Europe and EU's biggest CO2 source. The mine is estimated to cost between PLN 10 and 15 billion (EUR 2.3 - 3.5 billion) and would need between six to eight years of preparations just to remove the overburden, blow up the rocks above and pump out water. It will produce 18 million tonnes of lignite a year, leading to the emission of an estimated 25.74 million tonnes of CO2, five tonnes of mercury, 26 tonnes of cadmium and 169 tonnes of lead a year. Methane leakage from the mine would be equivalent to 0.4 million tonnes of CO2 a year.

Why this profile?
The planned Złoczew lignite coal mine would prolong the lifespan of the Belchatow power plant, the largest emitter of CO2 in Europe, and would be responsible for the displacement of over 3,000 people and the destruction of 33 villages.

What must happen
PGE needs to divest from coal, but the company has still not ruled out construction of new coal power plants. It is even in talks with ENERGA and ENEA about becoming an investor in Ostroleka coal power plant and is planning the Złoczew open-pit mine. It also does not have a coal phase out policy or any Paris compliant decarbonisation goals.

The two Polish banks that have not yet ruled out project financing to new coal mines, Powszechna Kasa Oszczędności Bank Polski and Bank

 Polski and Bank

Poland
Polska Kasa Opieki, need to make a public statement that they won’t finance the Złoczew mine. Banks in general should not provide corporate financing or any other form of support or financial service to PGE, at least as long as it is pursuing the Złoczew mine project or planning other new coal mines, plants or other infrastructure.

Issues

Human rights and social issues

Resettlement and economic displacement More than 3,000 people would need to resettled and 33 villages would be destroyed in order to build the Złoczew mine. That would include destruction of roads, churches, cementaries, schools and electricity lines as well as other infrastructure. A regionally known milk cooperative would be destroyed and the resettled farmers would lose their insurance.

The Złoczew mine is facing resistance from farmers and herders from the Złoczew community who consider that changing their lives in order to make space for a harmful investment that would be negatively impacting the health and water quality of people living in Poland and abroad does not make sense. They have registered an Association called “NIE dla odkrywki Złoczew”. They cite among their concerns the loss of insurance after they stop being farmers, low value of the compensation payments, land and building damage that will affect those who stay close to the mine and the loss of value to land and property near the mine. Geologists write that given the depth of the mine, earthquakes would be common in the surrounding area.

Impacts on water The mine is expected to deplete water reserves over a depression cone area of 250 to 3,100 square kilometers, which would have a negative impact on water tables and availability for farming purposes (in comparison the city of Warsaw covers 514 square kilometers). The impacts would be far bigger as the water depression cone is defined as the area in which the water table drops by more than one metre, although smaller drops also impact crop yields. These levels would only go back to the original level after 76 years. The losses from forgone agricultural production have been estimated to be in the range of PLN 5.3 to 18.5 billion (EUR 1.2 – 4.3 billion) and additionally in food processing sector of PLN 4.6 to 17.4 billion (EUR 1.07 – 4.05 billion), as analysed by PhD Benedykt Pepliński from the Poznań Economic University.

Impacts on health The Złoczew mine would emit 702 tonnes of PM10 a year and 108 tonnes of PM2.5 - harmful fine particulate dust that can travel into lungs. Impacts from these and other non-CO2 pollutants from the Belchatow lignite power plant as well as directly from the mine (especially PM10 on dry windy days) would increase substantially. Already now an inhabitant of the Łódzkie Voivodship (where Belchatów TPP is located and the Złoczew mine would be) lives on average seven years shorter than the average Pole.

Environmental issues

Pollution and climate change The Belchatow coal power plant is the biggest CO2 emitter in Europe, producing over 37 million tonnes of CO2 annually - more than half of PGE's annual emissions of just over 70 million tonnes.

The mine will produce 18 million tonnes of lignite a year leading to the emissions of an estimated 25.740 million tonnes of CO2, five tonnes of mercury, 26 tonnes of cadmium and 169 tonnes of lead a year. Methane leakage from the mine would be equivalent to 0.4 million tonnes of CO2 a year (February 2019 Report ClientEarth).

Impacts on water 157.7 million cubic metres of water would be pumped each year to stop the mine being flooded, leading to Oleśnica river and consequently Warta river (the biggest tributary of the river Oder) being polluted with heavy metals (including mercury). In the EIA report no assessment on the yearly load of priority substances has been made and thus the impact on water dependent ecosystems has not been analysed correctly. The EU Water Framework Directive goals would be breached if the Złoczew mine is built and so far nor PGE nor the Regional Environmental Protection Authority (RODŚ in Łódź) have requested an opinion from the European Commission. This is needed if a derogation from the directive is to be given which is required for the EIA permit to be granted.

Governance

Applicable norms and standards

| EU Water Framework Directive |
| OECD - Action on Climate Change |
| UNFCC - The Paris Agreement |
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